GRATE CLEAT

Reduce slips with Universal Cleats for metal grating

Clips on in seconds
The Cleat fits 100mm(4”) and 50mm(2”) twist bar centres.
One Cleat size fits any depth load bar in the 5mm (3/16”) range.

Metal grating for stairs and walkways has been the only choice when light, air and liquids need to
pass through it. But when it is wet or worn those areas can be notoriously slippery for personnel. Until
recently there has been no easy way of adding traction to areas that need it. Annually slips, trips and
falls make up a significant portion of recorded accidents. Based on Work Safe research this figure was
23% of all accidents in 2015-16. (Extracts from ASMJ article, issue 42, Page39)
Forget replacing metal wth fibreglass grating or adding grip plates for better traction. Just add Grate
Cleats anywhere you need traction for a fraction of the cost.
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Specification drawings

Various patterns for platforms and stairs.

Reduce slips on metal grate stairs & flooring!
Reduce workers risk of injury!
Reduce maintenance costs!
Save money from lost time caused by accidents!
Add traction only where you need it!
KEY POINTS
This is the only nylon Grate Cleat in the world that fits all 5mm(3/16”) bar depths aswell as 50mm(2”) and 100mm(4”) twist
bar centres with this one device. No different sizes/types required.
Ordering and stocking is less problematic when there is only one size/type of Grate Cleat to order. It fits a wide range of
manufactures Metric and Imperial size grating.
Grate Cleats locking mechanism allows for uniform installation across grating without interfering with the support structure
beneath.
Grate Cleats Nylon is UV stabilised and has a fire retardant rating of UL94-V0.
The Nylon is resistant to a large range of chemical, petrol and oil compositions, acids and alcohols.
Grate Cleats won’t rattle, rust or have the colour flake off.
Grate Cleats retaining arms reduce sideways movement making them feel safer to walk on.
Grate Cleats are primarily for the use of personnel walking over them. Light vehicles can be driven over them, but this will
reduce the life of the product.
INTERNATIONAL PATENT PENDING

www.GRATECLEAT.COM
Universal clip-on Cleats for metal grate stairs and floors

"When you can't afford to let safety slip"

GRATE CLEAT

Reduce slips with Universal Cleats for metal grating

These patterns are to give you an idea on how many cleats you will need for a 1m² (1.09 yd²)
grating. Patterns are suggestions only you need to decide what will work best for your situation.

126 Cleats Full coverage offset pattern

42 Cleats 3 wide offset pattern

70 Cleats 5 wide offset pattern

30 Cleats 2 wide parallel pattern

126 Cleats Full coverage parallel pattern

45 Cleats 3 wide one space
parallel pattern

60 Cleats top edge and 3 cleat offset
strip pattern

Stair Bullnosing 2 deep

70 Cleats 5 wide offset pattern

60 Cleats 4 wide one space
parallel pattern

42 Cleats 3 wide offset pattern

Stair Bullnosing 1 deep

